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TECHNICAL
MAINTENANCE

PRODUCTS
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Concentrated 
Concrete and 

Mortar Remover

Concentrated 
Grease, Heavy Oil, 
Tar Wax Remover

Electronic Parts 
Cleaner and 

Protector

Technical Maintenance Products

Klineks advance formulation 
removes all the concrete and 
mortar without harming any 
applied surfaces. Especially 
it does not harm paint. The 
product is concentrated and 
it is sold in as 1 lt, 5 lt and 30 lt. 
Diluted usage is recommen-
ded. The recommended dilu-
tion ratio is 1/15. You can use 
it safely in concrete plants, 
concrete mixers, heavy mor-
tar and concrete residues.

Klineks advance formulation 
removes gres, heavy oil dirt, 
wax remover produced af-
ter determiting the customer 
needs. Determining the nee-
ds and completing the pro-
duction are occupied as 14 
working days on average.

Klineks formulation can be 
used all electronic circuits 
safely.  It removes dust and oil 
stain. It does not contain oil so 
all the electronic should lubri-
cate again. Spray from 20-25 
cm distance to the area to be 
applied, only spray cleaning 
is recommended, not wiping 
after spraying. After making 
sure that it is completely dry, 
it should be energized.

TT001 TT002 TT003
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Desiccant and 
Remover

Mechanical Parts 
Cleaner

Brake Pad
Cleaner

Klineks formulation occurs 
from desiccant spy which is 
calcium chloride. It absorbs  
humidity and inhalation does 
not cause any problem. Ab-
sorbing continues until the 
tablet is used up. The recom-
mend usage is for products 
sensitive to humidity sent to 
long distances.

Klineks formulation uses to 
clean for dirt, oil,dust and me-
tal dust that occurs on heavy 
industry. It is used in the cle-
aning of automobile machi-
nery mechanical spare parts 
in gear and chain cleaning. It 
is sold in as 10 kg and 20 kg. 
Also it has water repellent 
property and hydrophobic 
agents.

Klineks formulation uses to 
clean for brake components 
of  vehicles and working ma-
chines.

TT004 TT005 TT006
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Anti Corrosive 
Protector Paint Remover Metal Surface 

Cleaner

Technical Maintenance Products

This production would pro-
duce after determining to 
needs of customers.

Klineks formulation uses to 
remove the paints on metal 
surfaces. It contains solvent 
and it is sold with accelerator. 
Within 4 minutes removing 
the paint accrues. Directly 
applying and dipping are the 
types of production. After de-
terminating to needs of cus-
tomer, the active substance 
and dye removal method in 
line would decided to produ-
ct. It is sold in as 1 lt, 5lt, 20 lt, 
30 lt.

It uses iron phosphate to 
clean on metal surfaces. It 
could be produced differents 
amounts according to de-
mand of customer.

TT007 TT008 TT009
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Oil and Dirt 
Remover 

(with solvent)

Oil  Remover 
(without solvent)

Concentrated 
Rust, Lime and 
Scale Remover

Thanks to blue effect on for-
mulation, it contains high 
foam speciality. It effectively 
cleans heavy industrial oils, 
dirt and metal dust. It is liquid 
form. After 1 minute applying 
the area, it should be wiped 
and rinsed with pressure wa-
ter. It includes solvent.

Thanks to blue effec t on for-
mulation, it contains high 
foam speciality. It effectively 
cleans heavy industrial oils, 
dirt and metal dust. It is liquid 
form. After 1 minute applying 
the area, it should be wiped 
and rinsed with pressure wa-
ter. It does not include sol-
vent.

There are 2 types for applica-
tion. If the production would 
sprayed and wiped, it sould 
be used 1/7 dilution ratio. If 
the production would be dip-
ped, it should be used 1/15 di-
lution ratio. After applied the 
produc, needs to wait to dry. 
Then the surface could be 
painted. It can be used for all 
industry sector. It is sold in as 1 
lt, 5lt, and 20 lt. Do not contact 
with hands.

TT010 TT011 TT012
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Water Repellent
(For Vertical Facades)

Air Conditioner and 
Serpentine Cleaner

Technical Maintenance Products

Klineks would produced within avera-
ge 14 days after determiting the custo-
mer needs and demands. Hydrophobic 
agents vary proportionally according to 
the need.

Klineks air conditioner and serpentine 
cleaner rips of all the oil, dirt, carbon and 
residues accumulated on cooling sys-
tems, air conditioners, honeycombs and 
apparatus on air conditioners, heating 
systems and aluminum metals. It crea-
tes a hygenic effect. Cleaning air con-
ditioner is a recommendation for asth-
ma and bronchitis patients. This product 
cleans and removes bacteria formed in 
filters and air conditioners over time.

TT013 TT014
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DISHWASHING
PRODUCTS
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Liquid Dishwashing 
Detergent

Liquid Dishwashing 
Detergent  (ULTRA)

Dishwashing Products

It is sold in 750 ml package.  Klineks dis-
hwashing detergent removes oil and 
stain easily. It doesn’t irritate your skin. 
Also because of concentrated formu-
la,you get long lasting foam with every 
drop.It affects %100 on solving and re-
moving on cooking oil. No more need to 
keep waiting dry food residues. The pac-
kage is %100 recycling and eco-friendly.

It is sold in 750 ml package.  Klineks dis-
hwashing detergent removes oil and 
stain easily. It doesn’t irritate your skin. 
Also because of concentrated formu-
la,you get long lasting foam with every 
drop.It affects %100 on solving and re-
moving on cooking oil. No more need to 
keep waiting dry food residues. The pac-
kage is %100 recycling and eco-friendly.

TB001 TB001
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Industrial 
Dishwasher  Rinse

(ECO)

Industrial 
Dishwasher  Rinse

(ECO)

It used with dosing pumps connected to 
industrial dishwashers. Becasue of inc-
luding surface-active water-repellent 
materials, no more stain or spot on dis-
hes on drying process at  multiple dis-
hwashing operations.

It used with dosing pumps connected to 
industrial dishwashers. Becasue of inc-
luding surface-active water-repellent 
materials, no more stain or spot on dis-
hes on drying process at  multiple dis-
hwashing operations.

TB002 TB002
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Industrial 
Dishwasher  Detergent

(ECO)

Industrial 
Dishwasher  Detergent

(ULTRA)

Dishwashing Products

It formulated for using including hard 
heavy metals water and more softer 
water. Produced as tablet and liquid 
form. No making darkening on metals 
and no harm on glaze layer at ceramics. 
It provides effective clean and does not 
left any stain on glass surface also make 
them bright.

It formulated for using including hard 
heavy metals water and more softer 
water. Produced as tablet and liquid 
form. No making darkening on metals 
and no harm on glaze layer at ceramics. 
It provides effective clean and does not 
left any stain on glass surface also make 
them bright.

TB003 TB003
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LAUNDRY
PRODUCTS
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Blench Ultra Thick
Blench

Heavy Oil, Dirt, 
Ink and Blood 

Cleaner

It is sold in 4 kg and 10 kg pa-
ckages. The formulation has 
9-12 surfactant and it is odor-
less. Fluid consistence pro-
vides hygiene on kitchens, 
bathrooms and toilets. It af-
fects on tough dirts. Losting 
vitality washbasins will turned 
more whiter and more bright.

It is sold in 4 kg and 10 kg pac-
kages. The formulation has 12 
-15 surfactant and it is odor-
less. Thick consistence pro-
vides hygiene on kitchens, 
bathrooms and toilets. It af-
fects on tough dirts. Losting 
vitality washbasins will turned 
more whiter and more bright.

Blue active formulation has 
high foam feature. It is luqid 
form. It affect blood and ink 
stains. After applying cleaner, 
the area should be clean wit-
hin 1 minute. In 1 minute time, 
the reaction happens so 
you can wipe heavy oil, blo-
od and ink dirt with dry cloth. 
The application needs to be 
repeated several times and 
every time the area should 
be rinsed or wiped with wet 
cloth.

TY001 TY002 TY003

Laundry Products
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Concentrated Enzyme 
Liquid Laundry Detergent

Concentrated Fabric 
Softener

Klineks Liquid detergent is formulated 
with significiant 7 different enyzme for 
perfect cleaning all type of clothes. Pro-
duction packings are  5kg,10kg  and 20 
kg. It enables perfect cleaning from 30°C. 
It provides intensive cleaning, neutralizes 
bacteria and viruses 100% and removes 
them. Including lasting,light and modest 
fragrance.

It is sold in two types of package as 5 kg 
and 10 kg . Despite the thick consistence, 
the formula affects every spot of clothes 
as being quick fluidity. Special formula 
makes the clothes more softener while 
protect skin for any irritation.Anti-allergic 
formula is great chocie for sensitive skin. 
Including lasting, light and modest frag-
rance.Using scale cup is recommen-
ded. The package is %100 recycling and 
eco-friendly.

TY004 TY005
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SKIN
CLEANING
PRODUCTS
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Technofoam 
Concentrated Foaming 

Soap
Technocream Particulate 
Cream Type Hand Cleaner

Approved  by dermatologically. It prote-
cts, takes care skin and affects moiste-
ning. The formulation content has high 
foam feature. It is liquid form so it saves 
the water.

Approved  by dermatologically. It prote-
cts, takes care skin and affects moiste-
ning. The formulation contents low foam 
feature and it used for machine grease 
and other heavy type grease cleaning 
from skin. It is solid form.

TC001 TC002
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Technoll Industrial Skin 
Cleansing Gel
(with Alcohol)

Technosil N27 Liquid Hand 
Soap

Approved  by dermatologically and inc-
luding alcohol. It is gel form. Before using 
gel, the hands should be cleaned with 
soap. It applies amount of  5-10 ml di-
rectly to hands. It provides intensive cle-
aning, neutralizes bacteria and viruses 
100% and removes them. It is 100% solub-
le in water so sould be waited 1-2 minu-
tes after applying.

Approved  by dermatologically. It pro-
tects, takes care skin and affects mo-
istening. The formulation contents high 
foam feature and it used for machine 
grease and heavy industry dirties clea-
ning from skin. It is liquid form so it saves 
the water.The formulation does not irri-
tate to skin. It is concentrated and sui-
table for use by diluting.

TC003 TC004

Skin Cleaning Products
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SURFACE
CLEANING
PRODUCTS
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Multi 5+ Carpet 
Concentrated Carpet 

Shampoo
Multi 5+  Dry Foam Carpet 
and Upholstery Washing

Surface Cleaning Products

Klineks Carpet Shampoo does not con-
tain paraben and it covers your carpets 
soft texture while cleaning. It is sold as 1lt, 
5lt, 10lt, 20 lt, 30 lt and 60 lt packages. You 
can use it safely even your silk carpets. It 
affects blood an ink stains and removes 
pen stains. Also you can use to clean all 
the tough stains like heavy oil, tea, straw-
berry, coffee. The formula is concentra-
ted. According to the stain condition, it 
should be used 1/50 or 1/120 dilution ratio.

Dry foam can be used all kinds of car-
pets and upholstery safely. The formula 
is concentrated. Apply all the carpet sur-
faces and wait until it dries then sweep 
with vacuum cleaner. It should be used 
25 ml/lt dilution ratio for light soiled car-
pet and 90 ml/lt diluation ratio for heavy 
soiled carpet.

TE001 TE002
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Multi 5+ Surface Multi-
Purpose Surface Cleaner

Multi All- Alcohol Based 
Concentrated General 

Cleaning Product

Alcohol-free production formulated for 
light dirties on surface. It spreads flower 
scent while creating lasting freshness. 
Using for wooden and hard surfaces. It 
gives shinny look on surfaces. 

Alcohol based production formulated 
for light dirties on surface. It removes 
all virus and bacteria. It spreads flower 
scent while creating lasting freshness. 
Using for wooden and hard surfaces. It 
gives shinny look on surfaces. 

TE003 TE004
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Surface Cleaning Products

Multi 5+ Oven- 
Concentrated Oven, Soot 

and Burnt Oil Cleaner
Multi 5+ POT Stainless 

Steel Cleaner

You can clean all burned oil stains on 
over surfaces and base without scrub-
bing. It sould apply 20-25 cm distant. It 
does not contain solvent and harm oven 
or kitchenware. It sold as 1 lt and 5 lt pa-
ckages

It cleans all stainless steel and inox sur-
faces without any scratch perfect and 
give the first day shine. It leaves nice 
smell on surfaces. It is used on surfaces 
such as stainless steel pots and pans, 
inox hoods, kitchen utensils, refrigerators 
and ovens. It sould be waited min. 1 mi-
nute after applying, then it sould be sc-
rubed with soft sponge. This process can 
be repeated several times. It should be 
rinsed and dried.

TE005 TE006
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Multi 5+ Glass Cleaner 
with Glass Shine Effect

Multi 5+ Granite 
Glossy Floor and Granite 

Cleaner

Non-foaming formulation contains oce-
an breeze fragrance and it polishes the 
applied glass and mirror surfaces and 
reduces dust adhesion so, contaminati-
on will occur in a longer time. It is sold as 
4 lt,5 lt and 10 lt packages.

It uses for sensitive surfaces such as 
natural stone, ceramic, marble, granite, 
and linoleum. It does not contain acid 
and leave any mark. The formulation is 
water based. It removes oil, sludge, wa-
ter-based varnish, grease, tire marks 
and similar stubborn dirt thoroughly. It 
polishes on surfaces efficient. It should 
be used 1/40 dilution ratio according to 
the stain condition. Using the brush is a 
recommended. The applied ares shoul 
be rinsed.

TE007 TE008
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Multi 5+ Tile Concentrated 
Tile and Bathroom 

Cleaner Cleaner

Multi 5+ Wooden Wood 
Cleaner and Polish 

Cleaner

Surface Cleaning Products

The powerful formulation helps you re-
move lime on the surfaces easily. It is ef-
fective to vanish bad odors. It sould be 
waited min. 1 minute after applying, then 
it sould be cleaned with middle hard 
sponge. With its strong formula, the jo-
int filler removes the dirt and stains and 
provides a hygienic appearance.

Using for wooden, hardwood, laminate 
surface cleaning. It is sold as 1lt, 5lt, 10lt 
and 30 lt packages as Lavender and 
Ocean fragrance. Safely using for cle-
aning and protection for wooden are-
as. While it affects polishing and shining 
surfaces, it removes microbes.

TE009 TE010
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AUTO
CARE

PRODUCTS
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Vehicle Window 
Water

Brushed 
Car Wash 
Shampoo

Brushless 
Car Wash 
Shampoo

It is sold in as 750 ml,1 lt, 4lt  
and 5 lt.  It is formulated for 
winter and summer sea-
sons. Winter window wa-
ter includes antifreeze and 
freeze resistants up to -30°C. 
All of  the formulations do 
not foam. They have ocean 
breeze scent and they polish 
the applied glass and mirror 
surfaces, also reduces dust 
adhesion so the contamina-
tion time will delay.

The product is concentrated 
and it is sold in as 1 lt, 5 lt and 
20 lt. Diluted usage is recom-
mended. The recommended 
dilution ratio is 1/30. It con-
tains varnish. It should be 
rinsed after application with 
a brush and dried with a soft 
cloth suitable for the vehicle. 
It is effective in cleaning wa-
ter stains caused by limes-
cale in the vehicle.

The product is concentrat-
ed and it is sold in  as 1 lt, 5 
lt  and 20 lt. Diluted usage is 
recommended. The recom-
mended dilution ratio is 1/30. 
It contains varnish. It should 
be  applied with a pressure 
spray tube. It should be wait-
ed for 1-2 minutes after the 
application. Then, it should be 
rinsed with pressurized water 
and dried with a cloth which 
is suitable for the vehicle. It 
is effective in cleaning water 
stains caused by limescale in 
the vehicle.

TO001 TO002 TO003

Auto Care Products
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Rim
Cleaner and Polisher

Tire
Cleaner and Polisher

The product is suitable for using to clean 
steel and alüminium wheel. It used for 
cleaning heavy dirt, lining dust, rubber 
dust, metal dust, heavy oil and burning 
materials. It does not harm the texture of 
the material, paint or varnish. Wait for the 
rim to cool before applying. Do not make 
contact with your skin while applying. In 
case of contact, wash with plenty of wa-
ter. The cleaning material is sprayed di-
rectly on the surface to be applied, wait-
ed for 1-2 minutes, and then cleaned by 
rubbing with a brush or sponge. After 
rinsing with water, it is dried if necessary. 
Because of it has a formula structure that 
removes dust and lining dust, there will 
be contamination in a longer time.

After cleaning the tire with soapsuds, it is 
dried then the. Tire Cleaner and Polisher 
should be applied with soft sponge and 
rubbing on tire. As the end, the tire should 
be wiped with dried cloth. The applica-
tion could be repeated 2 or 3 times. This 
cleaning material, which provides shine 
on the tire surface, shifts the dust and 
makes the tires dirty for a longer period 
of time.

TO004 TO005
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Auto Paint
Protection and Polishing

Concentrated
Car Wash Shampoo

It removes scratches, abrasion, defor-
mation and oxidation on the painted 
metal surface. Also it removes very thin 
scratches and brush marks. Including 
high grade abrasive and polishing mi-
neral powder. It removes the scratches 
not by filling, but by abrading. It does not 
cause excessive dusting. It is suitable for 
application by hand or with a polishing 
machine. For getting better performan-
ce, application should be made with a 
polishing machine at low speed.

The product is concentrated and it is 
sold in as 1 lt, 5 lt and 20 lt. Diluted usa-
ge is recommended. The recommended 
dilution ratio is 1/60. It contains paste and 
varnish. It should be applied with a pres-
sure spray tube. It should be waited for 
1-2 minutes after the application. Then, it 
should be rinsed with pressurized water 
and dried with a cloth which is suitable 
for the vehicle. It is effective in cleaning 
water stains caused by limescale in the 
vehicle.

TO006 TO007

Auto Care Products
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PERFUME
AND

DEODORIZERS
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Concentrated
Biological Deodorizer

Lavender

Concentrated
Biological Deodorizer

Lemon

It wipes off all bad odors and gives last 
long freshness. You can use for food, 
cigarette, pets, washbasin and drain 
smellig. The areas of usage are Body 
origin (sweat, gas, bad breath, vom-
iting, diaper etc.) Cooking/food origin 
(fried and burnt food, oil, fish, onion and 
garlic) Pet origin (pet odors or cat litter 
odors) Environmental origin (pollution, 
smoke,mold,garbage/waste,toilet,goes).

It wipes off all bad odors and gives last 
long freshness. You can use for food, 
cigarette, pets, washbasin and drain 
smellig. The areas of usage are Body 
origin (sweat, gas, bad breath, vom-
iting, diaper etc.) Cooking/food origin 
(fried and burnt food, oil, fish, onion and 
garlic) Pet origin (pet odors or cat litter 
odors) Environmental origin (pollution, 
smoke,mold,garbage/waste,toilet,goes).

TK001 TK001

Perfume and Deodorizers

Perfume and Deodorizers
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Concentrated
Biological Deodorizer

Ocean Breeze

Concentrated
Biological Deodorizer

Jasmine

It wipes off all bad odors and gives last 
long freshness. You can use for food, 
cigarette, pets, washbasin and drain 
smellig. The areas of usage are Body 
origin (sweat, gas, bad breath, vom-
iting, diaper etc.) Cooking/food origin 
(fried and burnt food, oil, fish, onion and 
garlic) Pet origin (pet odors or cat litter 
odors) Environmental origin (pollution, 
smoke,mold,garbage/waste,toilet,goes).

It wipes off all bad odors and gives last 
long freshness. You can use for food, 
cigarette, pets, washbasin and drain 
smellig. The areas of usage are Body 
origin (sweat, gas, bad breath, vom-
iting, diaper etc.) Cooking/food origin 
(fried and burnt food, oil, fish, onion and 
garlic) Pet origin (pet odors or cat litter 
odors) Environmental origin (pollution, 
smoke,mold,garbage/waste,toilet,goes).

TK001 TK001

Perfume and Deodorizers
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PRODUCT LIST
TT001 - Concentrated Concrete and Mortar Remover

TT002 - Concentrated Grease, Heavy Oil, Tar Wax Remover

TT003 - Electronic Parts Cleaner and Protector

TT004 - Desiccant and Remover

TT005 - Mechanical Parts Cleaner

TT006 - Brake Pad Cleaner

TT007 - Anti Corrosive Protector

TT008 - Paint Remover

TT009 - Metal Surface Cleaner

TT010 - Oil and Dirt Remover (with solvent)

TT011 - Oil  Remover (without solvent)

TT012 - Concentrated Rust, Lime and Scale Remover

TT013 - Water Repellent (For Vertical Facades)

TT014 - Air Conditioner and Serpentine Cleaner

TB001 - Liquid Dishwashing Detergent (ECO)

TB002 - Industrial  Dishwasher  Rinse (ECO)

TB003 - Industrial  Dishwasher  Detergent (ECO)

TB001 - Liquid Dishwashing Detergent (ULTRA)

TB002 - Industrial  Dishwasher  Rinse (ULTRA)

TB003 - Industrial  Dishwasher  Detergent (ULTRA)

TY001 - Blench

TY002 - Ultra Thick Blench

TY003 - Heavy Oil, Dirt, Ink and Blood Cleaner

TY004 - Concentrated Enzyme Liquid Laundry Detergent

TY005 - Concentrated Fabric Softener
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PRODUCT LIST
TC001 - Technofoam Concentrated Foaming Soap

TC002 - Technocream Particulate Cream Type Hand Cleaner

TC003 - Technoll Industrial Skin Cleansing Gel (with Alcohol)

TC004 - Technosil N27 Liquid Hand Soap

TE001 - Multi 5+ Carpet Concentrated Carpet Shampoo 30 lt

TE002 - Multi 5+  Dry Foam Carpet and Upholstery Washing 750 ml

TE003 - Multi 5+ Surface Multi-Purpose Surface Cleaner 750 ml

TE004 - Multi All- Alcohol Based Concentrated General Cleaning Product 750 ml

TE005 - Multi 5+ Oven- Concentrated Oven, Soot and Burnt Oil Cleaner 1 lt

TE006 - Multi 5+ POT Stainless Steel Cleaner 750 ml

TE007 - Multi 5+ Glass Cleaner with Glass Shine Effect 4 lt

TE008 - Multi 5+ Granite Glossy Floor and Granite Cleaner 750 ml

TE009 - Multi 5+ Tile Concentrated Tile and Bathroom Cleaner Cleaner 750 ml

TE010 - Multi 5+ Wooden Wood Cleaner and Polish Cleaner 1 lt

TO001 - Vehicle Window Water

TO002 - Brushed Car Wash Shampoo

TO003 - Brushless Car Wash Shampoo

TO004 - Rim Cleaner and Polisher

TO005 - Tire Cleaner and Polisher

TO006 - Auto Paint Protection and Polishing

TO007 - Concentrated Car Wash Shampoo

TK001 - Concentrated Biological Deodorizer - Lavander

TK001 - Concentrated Biological Deodorizer - Lemon

TK001 - Concentrated Biological Deodorizer - Ocean Breeze

TK001 - Concentrated Biological Deodorizer - Jasmine
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